Abstract In this paper, we propose a novel framework for ASD diagnosis using structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Our method deals explicitly with the distributional differences of gray matter (GM) and white matter (WM) features extracted from MR images. We project linearly the GM and WM features onto a canonical space where their correlations are mutually maximized. In this canonical space, features that are highly correlated with the class labels are selected for ASD diagnosis. In addition, graph matching is employed to preserve the geometrical relationships between samples when projected onto the canonical space. Our evaluations based on a public ASD dataset show that the proposed method outperforms all competing methods on all clinically important measures in differentiating ASD patients from healthy individuals.
Introduction
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental condition characterized by impairment of social interaction, language, behavior, and cognitive functions (Geschwind and Levitt 2007; Wing and Gould 1979) . According to the latest report released by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 1 in 68 American children was affected by some form of ASD, an increase of 78 % compared to a decade ago, with boys outnumbering girls by a ratio of 4.5:1. Currently, diagnosis for ASD is solely behavior-based and relies on a series of clinical measures that quantify the severity of the disorder. However, an important drawback of solely behavioral-based diagnosis methods is that many behavioral phenotypes are associated with other numerous psychological and psychiatric disorders (Geschwind and Levitt 2007; Guilmatre et al. 2009; Wee et al. 2014b) . Additionally, it is difficult to use a single clinical measure for diagnosis and prognosis due to potential heterogeneity in the patient group. Therefore, combining biological information with behavioral measurements can assist physicians in ASD diagnosis.
In this paper, we propose a novel machine-learning framework to distinguish autistic patients from normal controls based on structural MR. This is motivated by several neuroimaging and post-mortem studies suggesting that ASD is highly associated with neuroanatomical abnormalities (Amaral et al. 2008; Boddaert et al. 2004; Brambilla et al. 2003; Wee et al. 2014b ). In our framework, MR image features of white matter (WM) tissues and gray matter (GM) tissues are treated as predictors, and clinical labels and scores, i.e., social responsiveness scale (SRS_TOTAL), are treated as target responses. Note that SRS_TOTAL is a quantitative measure that is commonly used in clinical ASD diagnosis for children and youth.
Our framework includes a novel feature selection method that considers explicitly the correlations between features via canonical correlation analysis (CCA) and the correlations between the features and labels via Pearson correlation. More specifically, we first transform the features to a new feature space spanned by the canonical bases obtained by CCA (Hardoon et al. 2004) , and then perform multi-task learning (Chai et al. 2008; Evgeniou and Pontil 2007; Liu et al. 2009; Xue et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2012a) to select the most discriminative features with information provided by the diagnostic labels and clinical scores. We treat the canonical features as regressors and penalize each regressor using a linear combination of CCA and Pearson correlations. Lastly, to preserve the geometric distribution of the data set after projecting into the canonical space, an additional graph matching term (Jie et al. 2013 ) is also included in our objective function. With the selected features, a support vector machine (SVM) (Cortes and Vapnik 1995) is finally trained for ASD classification.
The contribution of this paper is three-fold: (1) We develop an objective method to assist ASD diagnosis by using structural MR images; (2) We integrate CCA into graph matching based sparse group lasso learning method, extending the use of conventional multi-task learning; (3) We design a new objective function that utilizes both the correlation between features, and also the correlation between features and clinical labels for selecting the most discriminative features.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the BMaterials and preprocessing^section, we provide information on the imaging data and the preprocessing pipeline. In the BMethods^section, the mathematical detail of the proposed feature selection method is described. In the BExperimental results^section, we demonstrate the validity of the proposed method for ASD diagnosis by comparison with state-of-theart methods. Finally, we discuss our findings and conclude our work in the BDiscussion and Conclusion^sections.
Materials and preprocessing

Subjects
Data used in this study are obtained from Autism Brain Imaging Data Exchange (ABIDE) database, which is publicly available. We used MR images of 54 ASD patients and 57 normal controls under 15 years of age, scanned at New York University (NYU) Langone Medical Center. Table 1 summarizes the demographic information of the subjects used in our work.
There are two main reasons for us to select only the NYU dataset: 1) ABIDE is a collection of datasets scanned at different sites with different scanning parameters and protocols -this inconsistency will complicate the study, and 2) the NYU dataset has the largest sample size. But it is worth indicating that the proposed method is not designed specifically for a certain dataset; it can be applied to other datasets, as long as data are acquired with similar imaging protocols.
Data acquisition and preprocessing
For details on data acquisition protocols and scanning parameters, please refer to 'http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/ abide/'. All the MR images were preprocessed by skull stripping (Wang et al. 2011) , cerebellum removal, and tissue segmentation (into WM, GM, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)) (Lim and Pfefferbaum 1989) . The anatomical automatic labeling (AAL) atlas, parcellated with 90 predefined regions, was registered using HAMMER (Shen and Davatzikos 2002; Wang et al. 2011) to the native space of each subject. (Note that other registration methods can also be applied here.) We then computed the WM and GM tissue volumes in each region and used them as features, i.e., obtaining 90 WM and 90 GM features, for training a classifier.
Methods
We propose a novel CCA-based graph matching sparse group lasso (GMSGL) feature selection method for facilitating ASD diagnosis. First, the GM and WM features are linearly projected onto a joint canonical feature space. Then, we extend the ordinary sparse group lasso to the CCA space by regularizing element-wise and group-wise sparse terms with a linear combination of both canonical and Pearson correlations. Features with large correlations (i.e., the sum of canonical and Pearson correlations) are less penalized and are thus more likely to be selected. Besides, a graph matching term is included to preserve the geometric structure of the features. Lastly, the canonical features that are strongly correlated with the class labels are used to train a SVM classifier. The flowchart of the proposed ASD diagnosis framework is shown in Fig. 1 . It should be noted that, in the stage of CCA-based GMSGL, both the SRS_TOTAL scores and the class labels are used, whereas, in the stage of SVM classification, only the class labels are used as the target responses.
Throughout the paper, we denote matrices as boldface uppercase, vectors as boldface lowercase, and scalars as italic letters, respectively. A superscript T is used to denote a vector/matrix transpose.
Canonical correlation analysis
Assuming that we have the features corresponding to D ROIs for gray matter (GM) and white matter (WM) of N subjects, we can form a feature matrix
, where 
to project the features onto a new space where the correlations are mutually maximized, i.e.,
can be effectively obtained by generalized eigen decomposition (Hardoon et al. 2004 ). The
representations satisfy the following properties (Kakade and Foster 2007) :
j is the j-th row of Z i ð Þ , and i∈ G; W f g. E ⋅ ½ denotes the expectation operator and δ denotes the Kronecker delta function.
We employ a sparse regression method (Liu et al. 2014; Wee et al. 2014a; Zhang et al. 2012b) to deal with small sample size problem. Since the two target responses, i.e., class labels (patients: +1; normal controls: -1) y C ð Þ and clinical score (SRS_TOTAL) y S ð Þ are correlated, we apply a multi-task learning algorithm for feature selection. Here, each task is associated with one target response. We solve the following sparse group lasso (Friedman et al. 2010 ) problem in the CCA domain:
denoting the weight vectors of the canonical features for the label-based task and the score-based task, respectively. coefficients. To preserve the geometric distribution information among the data, we further introduce a graph matching term.
h i denotes a matrix encoding the similarity of the i-th task across different samples. z :;m denotes the feature vector of the m-th subject, and also the m-th column in Z. L Also, we take into account the Pearson correlations between features and class labels when formulating the L 2;1 and L 1 norm terms. Hence, the objective function of the proposed CCAbased GMSGL is as follows: Class labels Fig. 1 Flowchart of the proposed ASD diagnosis framework. In the CCA-based GMSGL, both the SRS_TOTAL scores and the class labels are used as target responses. In SVM classification, only the class labels are used as the target responses
w h e r e c W ;n be the finally selected feature vector of the n-th training sample and y C ð Þ n ∈ þ1; À1 f gbe the corresponding class label (patients: +1; normal controls: -1). The primary optimization problem of SVM is given as:
where ξ n is the non-negative slack variable, c is the penalty parameter, ϕ is the kernel induced mapping function, and b is the bias. For a given test sample z, the decision function of SVM for the predicted label is defined as :;n and z.
Validation
We validate the superiority of our method by using a nested 10-fold cross-validations approach. Specifically, the dataset was randomly partitioned into 10 subsets with no overlap; 9 out of the 10 subsets were used for training and the remaining for testing. We further partitioned the training set into 10 subsets for an inner-loop cross-validation determination of model parameters, i.e., λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , and θ in Eq. (4). The parameters that produced the best performance in the inner loop were used for classification of unseen test samples. The whole process was repeated 10 times with different random partitioning and the averaged results were reported.
Experimental results
SVM classifiers in all experiments are implemented using the LIBSVM toolbox (http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/) , with all hyperparameters are set to default values. To validate the effectiveness of our framework for ASD diagnosis, we perform extensive experiments and compare our feature selection method with state-of-the-art methods. Specifically, we first compare the proposed method with both multi-and single-task learning based methods that use the original GM and WM features. We then compare the proposed method with the competing methods using canonical features, namely CCA group lasso (Zhu et al. 2014 ) (CCA GL) and CCA sparse group lasso (CCA SGL). We also evaluated the performance of the SVM classifiers when different kernels are used.
Comparison with methods using original GM and WM features
We compare the proposed method with three multi-task learning methods, including (1) group lasso (GL), (2) sparse group lasso (SGL), (3) dirty model (DM) (Jalali et al. 2010) , and (4) a single task learning method (lasso) (Tibshirani 1996) . Group lasso can only select features jointly across tasks, whereas sparse group lasso selects features by simultaneously imposing l 1 -norm and l 2;1 -norm on the coefficients. The dirty model separates the coefficients into two parts, and regulates them using l 1 -norm and l ∞;1 -norm separately. The single task lasso selects features based on a single target response, i.e., the class label. SVM classifier with polynomial of second degree is used for all except the proposed method, which uses a linear SVM. This is because the polynomial kernel performs better in the original feature space, whereas the linear kernel performs better in the canonical space. Table 2 presents the performance of all comparison methods in terms of classification accuracy (ACC), sensitivity (SEN), specificity (SPE), positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and the area under receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC). The proposed method achieves the best performance with ACC of 75.4 %, followed by sparse GL (with ACC of 59.11 %), dirty model (with ACC of 58.77 %), lasso (with ACC of 58.04 %), and group lasso (with ACC of 57.49 %). In the meantime, the proposed method achieves SEN of 74.63 %, SPE of 75.96 %, PPV of 74.78 %, NPV of 76.10 %, and AUC of 0.804, which is superior to all competing methods. ROC curves for each of the comparison methods are shown in Fig. 3 . The comparison results indicate better diagnosis power of the proposed method than the state-of-the-art methods using the original GM and WM features. Fig. 3 The ROC curves for the proposed method and various methods that use the original features, including dirty model (DM), sparse group lasso (SGL), group lasso (GL), and lasso Comparison with methods using canonical features
We compare the proposed method with two CCA-based competing methods, namely CCA group lasso, and CCA sparse group lasso. The former regularizes the ordinary group lasso with a squared CCA-norm (Kakade and Foster 2007) term
, where r j denotes the canonical coefficient for the j-th feature. The latter utilizes only canonical correlations to penalize regularization terms of sparse group lasso Eq. (2). The proposed method that considers both canonical and Pearson correlations for feature selection Eq. (4). For both the competing methods, features corresponding to large canonical coefficients are more likely to be selected, while features corresponding to small canonical coefficients tend to be discarded. It should be noted that all comparison methods use the same linear kernel-based SVM classifier. Table 3 presents the results of all comparison methods. The proposed method achieves the best performance on all statistical measures, followed by the CCA sparse group lasso with ACC of 68.51 %, SEN of 64.63 %, SPE of 72.11 %, PPV of 68.78 %, NPV of 68.32 %, and AUC of 0.73, and the CCA group lasso, which achieves ACC of 61.27 %, SEN of 53.52 %, SPE of 68.6 %, PPV of 61.7 %, and AUC of 0.627. These comparison results also suggest that feature selection methods perform better in the canonical feature space, compared to their counterparts in the original feature space. The ROC curves for comparison methods are displayed in Fig. 4 .
Results of SVM classifiers with different kernels
We further evaluated the proposed method using SVM classifiers with different kernels, including the radial basis function (RBF) kernel, polynomial kernel, and linear kernel. Specifically, we first use the proposed method to select informative canonical features, and then, with the selected features, we performed classification using SVM classifiers with different kernels. Figure 5 shows the results of SVM classifiers using different kernels. Linear kernel achieves the best performance as 
Discussion
In this study, we proposed a novel multi-task feature selection method via canonical graph matching to assist physicians in ASD diagnosis. From the experiments, the proposed method outperformed all competing methods in both original feature space and canonical space. Also, methods using canonical features generally performed better than their counterparts using original GM and WM features.
Since we have two target responses that are correlated to each other, multi-task learning was employed in our application to fully utilize complementary information among the responses. We used sparse group lasso so that both joint information and task-specific information can be utilized during the learning process. Note that, although SRS_TOTAL score is a clinical measure for ASD diagnosis, features for predicting SRS_TOTAL scores might be different from those for predicting class labels, e.g., SRS_TOTAL scores may be affected by environmental factors. Thus, sparse learning that selects both joint and task-specific features is more flexible for handling multi-task problem in this paper. This is demonstrated by the result in the first experiment that both sparse group lasso and a similar method based on the dirty model outperformed group lasso. From the other hand, group lasso performed even worse than the single-task learning based lasso, demonstrating too strong use of group constraint.
By linearly projecting the original features into a canonical space, the GM and WM features can be represented by canonical coefficients, despite their initially differing distributions. This can be demonstrated by the result in the second experiment that all methods using the canonical features performed better than methods using the original features. Both CCA sparse group lasso and the proposed method used sparse group lasso for multi-task learning. The superiority of the proposed method over CCA sparse group lasso can be attributed to the facts that (1) canonical correlation might not be the only indicator representing the significance of features -Pearson correlation between features and class labels provides additional information, and (2) the application of graph matching among samples preserves the geometric relationships between features, thus improving the performance of the proposed method. It should be noted that CCA group lasso uses a squared CCA norm that encourages shrinkage of weighting coefficients, instead of sparsity (Zhu et al. 2014) . From a supplementary experiment where different types of kernels were used to make prediction based on the features selected by the proposed method, we conclude that nonlinearly projecting features into a space with higher dimension is not helpful for classification.
The performance of the current framework can potentially be improved by first partitioning the population into several homogeneous subpopulations using clustering method. However, we note that the ability of our current framework to select discriminative features provides greater robustness to such heterogeneity. On the other hand, our current study uses only the structural T1-weighted MRI. To further improve performance, we can also include information from other imaging modalities, such as DTI and functional MRI, if these imaging modalities are available in the future studies.
Conclusion
In summary, we have proposed a novel feature selection method for effective ASD diagnosis based on structural MRI. We project GM and WM features onto a canonical space where their correlation is maximized. Then, both canonical correlation between GM and WM features and the Pearson correlation between feature and label are utilized for feature selection from the canonical space, with explicit consideration of the geometric relationships between the samples. To use both joint and task-specific information given by class labels and clinical scores, we also extend sparse group lasso into canonical space for feature selection. The experimental results demonstrated the superiority of the proposed method over state-ofthe-art methods.
